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Abstract

In this paper, we study some operations which produce new divisor
graphs from old ones. We prove that the contraction of a divisor graph
along a bridge is a divisor graph. For two transmitters (receivers) u
and v in some divisor orientation of a divisor graph G, it is shown
that the merger G |u,v is also a divisor graph. Two special types of
vertex splitting are introduced, one of which produces a divisor graph
when applied on a cutvertex of a given divisor graph, while the other
is applied on a transmitter (receiver) in some divisor orientation of a
given divisor graph and produces a divisor graph.
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1 Introduction

For undefined notions, the reader is referred to [3].
Let S be a finite nonempty set of positive integers. The divisor graph G(S)

has S as its vertex set and two distinct vertices i and j are adjacent if either
i | j or j | i, that is if gcd(i, j) = min{i, j}. A graph G is a divisor graph if
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G is isomorphic to G(S) for some finite nonempty set S of positive integers.
For Gn = G({1, 2, ..., n}), the length f(n) of a longest path in Gn was studied
in [7], [8], and [9]. It was shown in [6] that complete graphs, bipartite graphs,
complete multipartite graphs and joins of divisor graphs are divisor graphs. A
characterization of nontrivial connected divisor graphs in terms of the upper
orientable hull number was obtained in [5]. In a digraph D, a transmitter is
a vertex having indegree 0, a receiver is a vertex having outdegree 0, while
a vertex v is a transitive vertex if it has both positive outdegree and positive
indegree such that (u, w) ∈ E(D) whenever (u, v) and (v, w) belong to E(D).
An orientation D of a graph G in which every vertex is a transmitter, a receiver,
or a transitive vertex was called in [1] a divisor orientation of G. The following
characterization of divisor graphs in terms of divisor orientation was given in
[6], it will be frequently used in this paper.

Lemma 1.1 A graph G is a divisor graph if and only if G has a divisor
orientation.

Powers of paths and powers of cycles which are divisor graphs were in-
vestigated in [1]. Block graphs which are divisor graphs were determined in
[2].

Divisor graphs do not contain induced odd cycles of length greater than
3, but they may contain triangles, for example complete graphs are divisor
graphs, see [6]. The following two results were proved in [6].

Lemma 1.2 No divisor graph contains an induced odd cycle of length at
least 5.

Lemma 1.3 Every induced subgraph of a divisor graph is a divisor graph.

In particular, any component of a divisor graph is a divisor graph. The
following result was shown in [1].

Lemma 1.4 A graph G is a divisor graph if and only if each component of
G is a divisor graph.

In this paper, we study some operations which produce new divisor graphs
from old ones. We prove in Section 2 that the contraction of a divisor graph
along a bridge is a divisor graph. For two transmitters (receivers) u and v
in some divisor orientation of a divisor graph G, it is shown that the merger
G |u,v is also a divisor graph. In Section 3, two special types of vertex splitting
are introduced, each of which produces a new divisor graph when applied on
a suitable vertex of an old one.
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2 Merger

The following result was shown in [1].

Lemma 2.1 If D is a divisor orientation of a graph G, then the converse
of D is also a divisor orientation of G.

Let D be an orientation of a graph G and let H be an induced subgraph of
G. Then by the induced orientation D(H) of D we will mean the orientation
of H given by E(D(H)) = {(x, y) ∈ E(D) : x, y ∈ V (H)}. Now we will show
that any induced orientation of a divisor orientation is a divisor orientation.

Proposition 2.2 Let D be a divisor orientation of a divisor graph G. If
H is an induced subgraph of G, then the induced orientation D(H) of D is a
divisor orientation of H.

Proof. Suppose that uvw is a directed path in D(H). Then uvw is a directed
path in D and hence (u, w) ∈ E(D) because D is a divisor orientation. Thus
(u, w) ∈ E(D(H)). Therefore any vertex of H which has positive indegree and
positive outdegree in D(H) is a transitive vertex of D(H), which implies that
D(H) is a divisor orientation of H .

The merger G |u,v along two distinct vertices u and v of a graph G is
the graph obtained from G by identifying the two vertices u and v and then
eliminating any loop and duplicate edges. If e = uv ∈ E(G), the merger G |u,v

is called the contraction of G along e and is denoted by G |e , see [10].

Theorem 2.3 Let e = uv be a bridge of a divisor graph G. Then the
contraction G |e is a divisor graph.

Proof. By Lemma 1.4, it would be enough to consider the component of G
containing the edge e. So we can assume that G is connected. Let Gu and
Gv be the components of G − e containing the vertices u and v, respectively.
If at least one of Gu and Gv, say Gu, has order 1, then G |e is isomorphic to
Gv and hence, by Lemma 1.3, is a divisor graph. So suppose that neither Gu

nor Gv is the trivial graph. Let D be a divisor orientation of G. In view of
Lemma 2.1 we can assume that (u, v) ∈ E(D). Since uv is a bridge of G,
none of the two vertices u and v can be a transitive vertex of D. Therefore u
must be a transmitter and v must be a receiver in D. By Proposition 2.2, the
induced orientations D(Gu) and D(Gv) of D are divisor orientations of Gu and
Gv, respectively. Then, by Lemma 2.1, the converse of D(Gu) is also a divisor
orientation of Gu. Now define the orientation DG|e of the graph G |e as follows
(where w is the vertex obtained by identifying the two vertices u and v):

(1) Every edge in Gv − v has the same orientation in DG|e as it has in D,
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(2) Every edge in Gu −u has an orientation in DG|e opposite to that it has
in D, and

(3) For any neighbor x of w in G |e we let (x,w) ∈ E(DG|e ).
Since D(Gv) and the converse of D(Gu) are divisor orientations, the orien-

tation DG|e is a divisor orientation of G |e in which w is a receiver. Therefore,
by Lemma 1.1, G |e is a divisor graph.

Let G be a divisor graph and let e be an edge of G which is not a bridge.
Then e lies on some cycle in G. By Lemma 1.2, an induced cycle of G containing
the edge e either has even length or it is a triangle. If C2n is an induced cycle
of G containing e such that n ≥ 3, then the graph G |e has an induced cycle of
length 2n − 1 and hence by Lemma 1.2 is not a divisor graph. Thus we have
the following result.

Theorem 2.4 Let G be a divisor graph. If e is an edge of G which lies on
an induced even cycle of length at least 6, then G |e is not a divisor graph.

If e is an edge of a divisor graph G which lies on a triangle or on an induced
4-cycle, then G |e can be a divisor graph as in the case when G is a triangle or
a 4-cycle. But also G |e is not necessarily a divisor graph as one can deduce
from the two graphs in Figure 1. Both graphs of Figure 1 are divisor graphs,
the first graph (left) has a divisor orientation in which the vertices t, v, x, z
are transmitters, while the second graph (right) has a divisor orientation in
which the vertices t, x, z are transmitters and the vertices u, w, y are receivers.
Note that the contraction of each of these two graphs a long the edge uv is
isomorphic to the graph in Figure 2 which was given in [6] as an example of a
graph which is not a divisor graph.
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(a) (b)

Figure 1: Two divisor graphs whose contraction along the edge uv is not a
divisor graph.

Now we consider the merger along two nonadjacent vertices.

Theorem 2.5 Let DG be a divisor orientation of a divisor graph G. If both
u and v are transmitters (receivers) in DG, then the merger G |u,v is a divisor
graph.
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Figure 2: A graph which is not a divisor graph.

Proof. Suppose that both u and v are transmitters in DG. Let w be the new
vertex in G |u,v that is obtained by identifying the two vertices u and v. Define
the orientation D of G |u,v as follows:

(1) Every edge in G−{u, v} has the same orientation in D as it has in DG,
and

(2) For any neighbor x of w in G |u,v , let (w, x) ∈ E(D).
Then w is a transmitter in D. Let y �= w be a vertex of G |u,v . If y is

a transmitter in DG, then, since both u and v are transmitters in DG, we
must have yu, yv /∈ E(G), and hence y is again a transmitter in D. If y is a
receiver in DG, then obviously y is also a receiver in D. So, suppose that y
is a transitive vertex in DG and let xyz be a directed path in D. Since w is
a transmitter in D, we have z �= w. If x �= w, then xyz is a directed path in
DG and hence (x, z) ∈ E(DG), which implies that (x, z) ∈ E(D). So suppose
that x = w. Then at least one of the two arcs (u, y), (v, y) is in E(DG), and
hence we have at least one of the two arcs (u, z), (v, z) is in E(DG), thus
(w, z) ∈ E(D). Therefore y is also a transitive vertex in D and hence D is a
divisor orientation of G |u,v .

The case that both u and v are receivers in DG is similar, because both u
and v are transmitters in the converse of DG which is, by Lemma 2.1, also a
divisor orientation of G. Therefore, by Lemma 1.1, G |u,v is a divisor graph.

Every path is a divisor graph. If n ≥ 5 is odd, then the path Pn: 12 · · ·n
has a divisor orientation in which the two endvertices 1 and n are transmitters.
Therefore, the merger Pn |1,n (which is just the even cycle Cn−1) is a divisor
graph.

Corollary 2.6 Let u and v be two vertices of a connected divisor graph G.
If both u and v are transmitters (receivers) in some divisor orientation of G,
then the distance d(u, v) must be even.

Proof. Let u and v be transmitters in some divisor orientation D of G.
Assume to the contrary that d(u, v) = k for some odd integer k. Then there
exist vertices x1, x2, · · · , xk−1 such that ux1x2 · · ·xk−1v is a shortest (u, v)-path
in G. Clearly k �= 1. We distinguish two cases.
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Case 1. k = 3.
Then, without loss of generality, we can assume that (x1, x2) ∈ E(D).

Thus (u, x2) ∈ E(D), and hence ux2v is a path in G, in contradiction with
d(u, v) = 3.

Case 2. k ≥ 5.
Then, by Theorem 2.5, the merger G |u,v is a divisor graph. But since

ux1x2 · · ·xk−1v is a shortest (u, v)-path in G, we have wx1x2 · · ·xk−1w is an
induced cycle of length k in G |u,v , where w is the new vertex obtained by
identifying u and v. This contradicts Lemma 1.2.

Therefore k must be even.

3 Vertex Splitting

The converse operation of the contraction of an edge is the vertex splitting :
a vertex w of a graph G is replaced by an edge uv in such a way that some of
the vertices adjacent to w are now adjacent to u and the rest are adjacent to
v, see [11]. We now define a special case of splitting of a vertex.

Definition 3.1 Let w be a cutvertex of a connected graph G. If G1, G2, ..., Gr

are the components of G−w, S1 ⊆ {1, 2, ..., r} and S2 = {1, 2, ..., r}−S1, then
Gw(S1, S2) is the graph obtained from G by splitting the vertex w into two
adjacent vertices w1 and w2 such that for j = 1, 2, the neighbors of w which
belong to ∪{V (Gi) : i ∈ Sj} are made adjacent to wj.

Note that if one of S1 and S2 is empty, then Gw(S1, S2) is isomorphic to
the graph obtained from G by adding a new vertex which is made adjacent to
w.

Lemma 3.2 Let D be a divisor orientation of a divisor graph G. If w is a
cutvertex of G, then w is either a transmitter or a receiver in D.

Proof. Assume to the contrary that w is a transitive vertex in D. Let xwy
be a directed path in D. Then (x, y) ∈ E(D) and hence x and y belong to
the same component of G − w. Let z be a vertex in another component of
G−w such that wz ∈ E(G). Then (w, z) /∈ E(D), for otherwise (x, z) ∈ E(D)
which would imply that x and z are in the same component of G − w. Thus
(z, w) ∈ E(D) and hence (z, y) ∈ E(D), which implies that z and y are in the
same component of G − w, a contradiction.

The next result assures that splitting a cutvertex of a divisor graph as
described in Definition 3.1 produces a new divisor graph.

Theorem 3.3 Let w be a cutvertex of a divisor graph G where G1, G2, ..., Gr

are the components of G−w, S1 ⊆ {1, 2, ..., r} and S2 = {1, 2, ..., r}−S1. Then
the graph Gw(S1, S2) is a divisor graph.
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Proof. Let DG be a divisor orientation of G. By Lemma 3.2, the vertex w
must be either a transmitter or a receiver in DG. In view of Lemma 2.1, we can
assume that w is a transmitter in DG. Define the orientation D of Gw(S1, S2)
as follows:

(1) Every edge in (G−w)−∪{V (Gi) : i ∈ S2} has the same orientation in
D as it has in DG,

(2) Every edge in (G − w) − ∪{V (Gi) : i ∈ S1} has an orientation in D
opposite to that it has in DG,

(3) For any neighbor x ∈ ∪{V (Gi) : i ∈ S1} of w in G, we let (w1, x) ∈
E(D),

(4) For any neighbor x ∈ ∪{V (Gi) : i ∈ S2} of w in G, we let (x,w2) ∈
E(D), and

(5) Let (w1, w2) ∈ E(D).
Then w1 is a transmitter and w2 is a receiver in D. Thus, by Lemma 2.1,

D is a divisor orientation of Gw(S1, S2). Therefore, by Lemma 1.1, Gw(S1, S2)
is a divisor graph.

It is known that every tree is a divisor graph, see [6]. This result can now
be obtained by repeated applications of Theorem 3.3 on the divisor graph K2.

Now we introduce another type of vertex splitting.

Definition 3.4 Let v be a vertex of a graph G. For a positive integer k,
the graph G(v, k) is obtained from G by splitting the vertex v into k mutually
nonadjacent vertices v1, v2, · · · , vk such that for each i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , k}, the ver-
tex vi is made adjacent to all vertices in NG(v). Such a splitting of v will be
called an independent k-splitting.

Obviously, the graph G(v, 1) is isomorphic to G itself. For example, if k ≥ 2
is an integer and v is the vertex of degree 2 in the path P3, then P3(v, k) is the
complete bipartite graph K2,k.

The following result produces new divisor graphs from old ones whenever
they have a transmitter or a receiver in some divisor orientation.

Theorem 3.5 If v is a transmitter (receiver) in some divisor orientation
of a divisor graph G, then for each positive integer k, the graph G(v, k) is a
divisor graph.

Proof. Let DG be a divisor orientation of a divisor graph G, and let v be a
vertex of G which is a transmitter in DG (the case that v is a receiver in DG

is similar by Lemma 2.1). Define the orientation D of the graph G(v, k) as
follows:

(1) Every edge in G − v has the same orientation in D as it has in DG.
(2) For each i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , k} and each x ∈ NG(v), we let (vi, x) ∈ E(D).
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Then each vi (i = 1, 2, ..., k) is a transmitter in D. We have to show that
every vertex in NG(v) is either a receiver or a transitive vertex in D. So, let
x ∈ NG(v). Suppose that x is not a receiver in D and assume that axb is a
directed path in D. Clearly, b �∈ {vi : i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , k}}. Distinguish two cases.

Case 1. The vertex a does not belong to {vi : i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , k}}.
But by Proposition 2.2, the induced orientation D(G − v) is a divisor ori-

entation and hence (a, b) ∈ E(DG), which implies that (a, b) ∈ E(D).
Case 2. The vertex a is equal to vi for some i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , k}.
Then vxb is a directed path in DG and hence (v, b) ∈ E(DG). This implies

that b ∈ NG(v). Then, by the construction of D, we have (vi, b) ∈ E(D).
Thus x is a transitive vertex in D. Therefore D is a divisor orientation of

G(v, k) and hence by Lemma 1.1, G(v, k) is a divisor graph.
For disjoint graphs G1, G2, · · · , Gn, the sequential join G1 + G2 + · · ·+ Gn

is obtained from G1∪G2∪· · ·∪Gn by adding the set of edges {xy : x ∈ V (Gi),
y ∈ V (Gi+1), i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , n − 1}}, see [4]. In any divisor orientation of a
triangle-free divisor graph G, every vertex is either a transmitter or a receiver.
Thus for every vertex v of G we can make an independent kv-splitting. This
produces a new divisor graph with a new divisor orientation in which every
vertex is a transmitter or a receiver. We can repeat this process on the new
graph. For example, the path Pn : 123 · · ·n is a divisor graph which has
a divisor orientation in which the vertices with odd labels are transmitters.
Thus, for any positive integers k1, k2, · · · , kn, the sequential join k1K1 +k2K1 +
· · ·+knK1 is a divisor graph which is obtained from Pn by iterated independent
ki-splittings for the vertices i = 1, 2, · · · , n, respectively.
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